Role of Notaries and PPAT Officer in Collecting Duties on Land & Building Rights Acquisition on the Making of Sale & Purchase Deeds
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Abstract. The aims of this study is to know the role of Land Titles Registrar (PPAT) in collecting duties on the Land and Building Rights Acquisition (BPHTB) on the sale and purchase transactions in Singaraja City. Furthermore, we investigate the duties and obligations of the PPAT in supervising the payment of BPHTB.

In accordance with PP No. 37/1998 the consideration of the appointment of Temporary PPAT and special PPAT is that in the area there is no or not enough PPAT. In such a condition, the local Head of District may carry out his duties and authorities as a Temporary PPAT. Meanwhile, BPN in carrying out its duties and authorities as a Special PPAT.

The research was conducted using a qualitative approach with empirical juridical methods. The main finding is the role of PPAT as the official who makes BPHTB quotations during sales and purchase transactions in Singaraja City shows a very important role. Also, we have presented the duty and obligation of PPAT in supervising the payment of BPHTB is to make taxpayers aware that taxes are paid in accordance with applicable regulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The definition of PPAT is contained in the Mortgage Act No. 4 of 19961, which states: "That the PPAT is a public official who is given the task and authority to make a deed of acquisition of land rights, deed of assignment of land rights, and deed of power of

---

1 Act No. 4 of 1996 on Mortgage, in article 1 number 4.
attorney impose Mortgage Rights. The authority of the PPAT is also seen in Article 1 number 24 PP No. 24 of 1999.

The legal basis for BPHTB has been regulated in Act No. 21 of 1997 concerning BPHTB. The definition of BPHTB is an obligatory contribution to a person who gets the acquisition of material rights in the form of a plot of land and building. For the community, it is also possible to obtain an acquisition of material rights in the form of a plot of land and or a building against an existing phenomenon, and legal actions taken by persons or entities that already have a valid permit. The laws and regulations that apply to be given a responsibility to obtain an acquisition of rights to the material in the form of land or buildings in every agreement in the purchase of a plot of land, so the tax must be paid by the seller and the buyer. From a party domiciled as a seller, it can be charged as income tax and from a party with a status as a buyer, BPHTB is imposed.

In line with the times, in the implementation of regional autonomy, the authority to collect on BPHTB was delegated from the central government to the regional government (Karmani & Widayati, 2021). This is in line with Act No. 28 of 2009 concerning Regional Taxes and Levies. Based on this regulation, BPHTB can be treated as regional revenue generation. This BPHTB is also regulated in the PRD Law articles 85 to 93. According to the BPHTB regulation, it is stated that "The BPHTB can be given not only at the time of a sale and purchase transaction but will also be given to anyone who will get land and building rights by way of exchange, grants, wills and inheritance, to a plot of land into a PT and others."

The acquisition of material rights in the form of a plot of land can occur on the grounds of the acquisition of a right which may include legal events or actions that have been protected by law and applicable regulations and given the delegation of an authority to obtain an acquisition of material rights in the form of land or buildings. The legal basis for the acquisition of rights can occur due to two things, namely the transfer and transfer...
of certain rights in the form of a plot of land or buildings. Article 86 number 2 of the PDRD Law states that: "In the object of taxation, the BPHTB can be used as an acquisition and granting of new rights to regions in terms of collecting BPHTB". This provision clearly shows that the PERDA limits its authority in collecting BPHTB.

Notaries can also act as PPAT when the requirements set by the government have been fulfilled. PPAT plays an important role in providing information to prospective taxpayers who will be able to complete or take responsibility for paying the tax. PPAT in carrying out its obligations as a deed official cannot be separated from the world of taxation. In this case, the PPAT must also determine and know the tax revenue that will be reported by the prospective taxpayer himself. In real practice in the field, BPHTB is a direct tax charged to the sellers and buyers, where PPAT is directly involved in the legal event. The role of the PPAT in this case is as an official making a deed of sale and purchase or a deed of transfer of material rights in the form of land and or buildings from the parties to the transaction.

In strengthening a tax collection process or levy from taxpayers, a clear and transparent juridical basis is needed. For this purpose, the 1945 Constitution which has been amended 4th, namely Article 23A is used. It is explained that the collection of taxes and other levies is regulated by law. The purpose of this tax collection law is to provide legal certainty, guarantee honesty and integrity for someone assigned to collect the tax. The law also guarantees that tax levies from the people will be returned to the people.

In the area of Buleleng Regency, this regulation related to BPHTB has been conditioned into Perda No. 1/2011. It is emphasized in the regulation that: "BPHTB is a regional levy tax on the acquisition of land and building rights". It is stated in Chapter II article 3 point 1 that: "Basic object of BPHTB tax is a process of acquiring rights to land and buildings which includes sub-sections of acquisition, grants, and granting of new rights to the relinquishment of a right." Furthermore, the legal basis in Article 11 states "That the

---

Notary can only sign the deed of sale and purchase or the deed of acquisition of land and building rights after the taxpayer includes proof of payment of tax payments.

In the Regional Regulation of the Province of Bali Number 1 of 2011 concerning Regional Taxes, it is realized that in developing existing areas in the region and operating local governments, one of the sources of regional budgets is from tax collections. One of the taxes as regional income that is included in the regional budget is from BPHTB. In the use of BPHTB as a source of regional budget, regulation is needed. So, the regulation of BPHTB is based on a principle related to the rules regarding BPHTB itself. Based on this basis, it is relevant to Buleleng Regency Regulation No. 1/2011, Article 3 paragraph (1), states “That the tax object of BPHTB is an obligation that must be paid as a consequence of the acquisition of land and building rights. The acquisition of land and building rights is an acquisition of land rights which are given to the right holder who takes the land to be utilized by taxpayers either individually or in groups as Ownership Rights (HM), Business Use Rights (HGU), Building Use Rights (HGB), Voting Rights (HP), and Management Rights (HP)”.

Regarding the source of contributions which can be said to be taxes from BPHTB, Ravianto and Purnawan stated that BPHTB is a source of objective tax or material tax. They show that the transaction for the acquisition/acquisition of material rights in the form of a plot of land and/or building is based on the existence of AJB, which guarantees legal certainty regarding the acquisition of material rights in the form of such a plot of land and/or building. Based on this, PPAT provides understanding and understanding of the rights and obligations of both parties. As for what must be shown by both parties is the appointment of the original proof of tax payment. The original proof of tax payment is Income Tax and BPHTB. Deposits for BPHTB taxes are an obligation for taxpayers, but PPAT can help calculate and help submit BPHTB taxes.

Furthermore, Dantes and Hadi in their study on the legal basis of BPHTB at the Regional Finance and Revenue Management Agency (BPKPD) in Buleleng Regency, concluded that the legal basis used was Buleleng Regency Regional Regulation Number 1 of 2011 with reference to Act No. 28 of 2009 concerning Regional Taxes and Regional Levies for the regulation of the imposition of regional taxes on BPHTB.

Utami states that the liability of a Notary/PPAT for the Deed of Transfer of Rights to Land and/or Buildings for which the BPHTB has not been paid concludes that the liability

---

of a Notary/PPAT for the deed of transfer of rights for which the acquisition fee for land and building rights has not been paid, the Notary/PPAT The said person will receive an administrative sanction in the form of a fine of IDR 7,500,000,- as regulated in Article 93 paragraph (1) of the PDRD Law. Even Nisya\textsuperscript{20} said that in the case of violations related to BPHTB, PPAT could be subject to criminal sanctions.

The novelty and contributions of the paper are summarised as follows: (a). we show that the PPAT has an important role as the official who makes BPHTB quotations during sales and purchase transactions in Singaraja City. (b). The duty and obligation of PPAT in supervising the payment of BPHTB is to make taxpayers aware that taxes are paid in accordance with applicable regulations.

2. RESEARCH METHODS

In this study, we use a qualitative approach, namely focusing on the general principles that underlie the manifestation of the units of symptoms that exist in human life, or the patterns analyzed by socio-cultural phenomena by using the culture of the community concerned to obtain an overview about current patterns. Research with a qualitative approach is research that does not carry out calculations\textsuperscript{21}. The method used in this research is the empirical juridical method, which is a legal method by conducting library research to collect secondary data, and field studies as a sociological legal study to collect primary data.

The instruments used for primary data collection were interview guidelines and observation sheets. The technique of processing and analyzing the data is by means of qualitative analysis. When a data that has been collected in a study, which includes several data such as primary and secondary data, is then packaged in the form of analysis through systematic and correlational preparation. The results of the analysis of the data are then interpreted. All data and interpretations of the results of this study are presented in a qualitative and systematic descriptive manner, making it easier to draw conclusions further.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. The role of PPAT in collecting BPHTB taxes in Singaraja City.

The position held by PPAT is a general position. So that a PPAT is seen as a Public Official. The definition of a public official can be stated as a position whose authority given by the government based on the existing legal rules is given to a person in carrying out his duties within the authority and responsibility of making an authentic deed which is seen as a public official, which can be in the form of a body or an individual. These


public officials have their respective working areas. In carrying out their duties and responsibilities in accordance with existing regulations.\(^\text{22}\)

Besides a PPAT being seen as a public official, it also includes a Temporary PPAT and a Special PPAT. Thus, the meaning of the General Official is (1) appointed by the government, (2) performing public services such as making authentic deeds. In this public service, duties and obligations can be added in terms of making a letter of agreement with collateral in the form of land.

The official in charge of buying and selling transactions not only plays a role in obtaining material rights in the form of land or buildings but also has several very important roles in terms of the role of functions and responsibilities in the implementation of the collection of BPHTB, on the grounds of making a deed where the deed is as evidence. The transfer of a material right in the form of land or buildings before the PPAT. For the completeness of the administration of the sale and purchase settlement, it is necessary to have a Payment Certificate for the Land and Building Rights Acquisition (SSBPHTB). If this has not been done, PPAT cannot sign the deed of acquisition of rights in the form of land materials. This means that the making of an authentic deed of sale and purchase cannot be carried out.

The government in carrying out regional development uses one of its sources of funding from tax citations. The source of regional funding is the proceeds collected by the state to individuals and entities. Thus, to advance development in the region, revenue from tax sources must be optimized. To optimize income with sources from taxes, it can be done by opening tax collection services by the government to the public. With increased input from tax sources, the regional revenue budget becomes larger so that it can meet regional needs in carrying out development.

The transaction of transfer of property rights in the form of land and buildings due to the sale and purchase process is carried out before the PPAT in order to ensure legal certainty of the occurrence of the transfer of rights. PPAT in carrying out its position and authority must provide an explanation regarding the deed of transfer of rights and obligations that must be fulfilled by the parties, including showing the original tax payment letter due, namely Income Tax and BPHTB.

Actually, the deposit of BPHTB Tax is an obligation of the taxpayer, and is not a duty and obligation for PPAT. However, to help smooth the process in transactions, PPAT (as a person trusted by its customers) can help to deposit the BPHTB tax. PPAT indirectly reduces the burden of the tax authorities to help calculate the amount of BPHTB taxes owed, and can also help taxpayers to calculate and deposit taxes owed.

The role of PPAT as an official assigned to quote BPHTB during the sale and purchase of land and/or buildings in the Buleleng Regency area, especially in Singaraja City, shows a very important role. The role in collecting/quotting the tax is for transactions that have occurred in making AJB before PPAT. With the collection/quotation of BPHTB taxes

carried out by PPAT (with the intention of helping customers), and then deposited into the State treasury, indirectly as Buleleng Regency Articles of Association Revenue.

In the buying and selling process in Buleleng Regency, especially in the city of Singaraja, PPAT initially asked for Identity Cards from the parties who agreed on the sale and purchase transaction. When the parties involved are unable to attend the buying and selling process, both parties can be represented by their proxies. In this case, PPAT asks for a power of attorney that is mandated to authorize the sale and purchase transaction. The power of attorney must be an authentic letter and the letter is required to be legalized by the official in charge of the matter.

The power of attorney must be oral or written, but unlike the buyer's power of attorney, the power of attorney from the buyer is the same as the seller's must be both oral and written as contained in the explanation mentioned above. If the land to be transacted already has a certificate, then the owner or legal right holder must show the original certificate document along with previous legal buying and selling. Likewise, it is important to bring a certificate before the PPAT at the time of the sale and purchase transaction. When the sale and purchase is complete, the certificate will be registered with the National Land Agency located in the Regency to be applied directly for "transfer of name". However, if there is no original certificate, PPAT has the right not to make AJB.

After the transaction or process of buying and selling and changing names, PPAT has a role in collecting BPHTB taxes. The legal basis for the payment of BPHTB is regulated in the Buleleng Regency Regional Regulation No. 09/2011 concerning BPHTB, namely in article 90 number 1 and number 3. Another legal basis is Act No. 28/2009 regarding PDRD which later PPATS and PPATK can sign the AJB with a note the parties the taxpayer has paid the tax to PPAT. This rule can be stated in detail: "That the PPAT may not sign the deed of acquisition of land rights before the party of the taxpayer pays taxes and submits proof of tax payment to the PPAT."

So, the role of PPAT related to BPHTB is to determine if the BPHTB has been paid off before the occurrence of legal events and actions in the acquisition of old land rights with new ones. In these events and legal actions, the authority of PPAT in relation to BPHTB shows as a mediator in assisting local revenue into the district budget. In Article 91 number 1 of the PDRD Law states: "Notaries / PPAT can only sign the deed of sale and purchase after the taxpayer submits proof of tax payment". So, the signing of AJB from the seller and the buyer both in the form of land or buildings, to require showing proof in the form of payment of BPHTB taxes in full to the PPAT.

This is also supported by the opinion expressed by Ravianto and Purnawan. It was stated that PPAT has a significant role in collecting BPHTB because PPAT is a public official associated with land sale and purchase transactions, PPAT will sign an authentic deed after the BPHTB tax is paid in full by the Taxpayer. PPPAT can only sign the deed of transfer of rights to land and or buildings after the Taxpayer submits proof of tax payment.

PPAT has a very important role in the implementation of BPHTB tax collection, among others, namely helping clients (relations) in this case Taxpayers to immediately pay off BPHTB taxes owed, every BPHTB Taxpayer is assisted to calculate and deposit taxes
owed, in addition PPAT also must report the acquisition of land and building rights, and deposit SSB. Proof of deposit is used as a tool for the transfer of names to land and building rights\(^{19}\).

### 3.2. Duties and Obligations of PPAT in Supervising BPHTP Payments

PPAT is in charge of making authentic deeds and collecting BPHTB. Especially on the task of collecting BPHTB carried out by PPAT, it is carried out after the process of making the AJB has been signed. Based on article 6 number 2 PP No. 24/1997, the PPAT task is: "That in the technical implementation of land registration the local Regency Land Agency office is assisted by PPAT, while other officials can be assigned to activities based on government regulations in this case including special activities and certain activities".

Furthermore, in carrying out its duties, PPAT only handles 8 types of deeds. This is in accordance with Article 95 of the Regulation of the State Minister of Agrarian Affairs/Head of BPN No. 3/1997 in conjunction with Article 2 of the PPAT Position Regulations. The eight deeds usually handled by the PPAT are: "The legal actions as referred to in paragraph (1) are as follows: (a). buying and selling, (b). exchange, (c). grants, (d). income into the company, (e). distribution of joint rights, (f). granting Right to Use Building/Hak To Use Land With Ownership Rights, (g). granting Mortgage Rights, (h). granting Power of Attorney imposes Mortgage Rights."

The process of buying and selling as a transaction carried out by both parties regarding the agreement that has been made, all forms of statements included in the deed of sale and purchase, where the making, ratification, and signature are carried out before the PPAT. The purpose of this legal action is to make it a legal deed. The transfer of land rights from the Seller Party to the Buyer Party proves that a legal event has occurred and has also acquired rights to material objects in the form of land and or buildings.

In the transfer of rights to the material in the form of land and or buildings, it is followed by payment and settlement in accordance with the agreed price of the land object. In signing the transfer/transfer of rights, it must also be accompanied by evidence of payment of taxes in the form of BPHTB. With evidence of payment and settlement of BPHTB and signing and taking/transfer of rights to material goods in the form of land and or buildings must also be carried out before the PPAT. Thus, this can be used as strong evidence that the recipient of the right has been able to become a new right holder on the basis of strong evidence of ownership.

For Buleleng Regency this is confirmed in the Buleleng Regency Regional Regulation, namely Regional Regulation 1/2011. Likewise, by Ravianto and Purnawan\(^{23}\), Aditama\(^{24}\) describes at length about the transfer of land rights, which can briefly be stated "That the transaction regarding the acquisition of Property Rights on Land and Buildings is due to a sale and purchase, which is to guarantee a legal certainty regarding the acquisition of land and building rights, it must be made and signed before the PPAT".

\(^{23}\) Ibid.

In the structure of norms regarding BPHTB rules in tax citations, it refers to inheritance rights and testamentary grants. In carrying out this BPHTB quote, it is regulated in PP No. 11/2000 which mentions the acquisition of a material right in the form of land and or buildings due to inheritance rights or grants. In more detail PP No. 11/2000 states: "(1) The acquisition of land rights based on inheritance rights is the acquisition of land and building rights to heirs who still exist after the original one dies. (2) A claim to land rights because a testament grant is an acquisition of Land and Building Rights that has been owned by an individual or a legal entity given by the grantor of the will whose status is valid at the time the transferor of the will can be declared dead".

PPATs, if they transfer land rights in determining the amount of Duty on Acquisition of Rights on Land and Buildings, make their own calculations, namely the amount of tax payable is 5% x (Acquisition Value of Taxable Objects - Acquired Value of Non-Taxable Tax Objects), where the Acquisition Value of Taxable Objects. The Non-Taxable Tax Object (NPOPTKP) is determined regionally for each region, for the City of Singaraja it is IDR. 150,000,000 for inheritance or testamentary grants and 15,000,000 for others. After the calculation is made and it is known the amount of tax to be paid, the PPAT notifies the taxpayer by submitting a form of SSB and asks to pay it as soon as possible.

In carrying out its duties and obligations in tax collection or BPHTB, PPAT because it is trusted by taxpayers, it often happens to know the price setting of the tax object between the seller and the buyer, so that the tax imposed is lower than it should be. This condition can be detrimental to the State. Therefore, PPAT has a big duty and responsibility to make taxpayers aware to follow the existing rules. PPAT as a partner of the government at the forefront, is able to assess and or interpret the fairness of the price of a plot of land and or building. It is hoped that in buying and selling events, PPAT should not participate in regulating the price agreement between the seller and the buyer.25

Awareness of PPAT on its duties and obligations in relation to the collection of BPHTB is considered very important so that unwanted things do not happen. Legal sanctions for PPAT who violate the BPHTB will certainly occur. The same opinion was conveyed by Ravianto and Purnawan26, Hogantara and Ma'ruf27, Nisya28 which stated that the factor of prudence and foresight must also be and must be possessed by every PPAT so that it is able to carry out its duties properly, considering the PPAT profession which, although as a public official of the state but do not recognize impunity.

The analysis begins with the process or mechanism of buying and selling in general in accordance with existing legal rules and existing mechanisms in the city of Singaraja. Furthermore, there is a specific service mechanism in Singaraja, where a notary performs

---

26 Ibid.
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid.
4. CONCLUSION

The role of PPAT as an official who quotes BPHTB during sales and purchase transactions in the Buleleng Regency area, especially in Singaraja City, shows a very important role. The role in carrying out the tax citation is carried out at the signing of the AJB before the PPAT. With the collection of BPHTB taxes carried out by PPAT, and then deposited into the regional treasury, indirectly as PAD Buleleng Regency. The collection of BPHTB to taxpayers begins with the occurrence of a legal event signing AJB. Basically, the AJB is a valid documentary evidence of transactions carried out by the seller and buyer parties. Thus, the actual role of PPAT in collecting the BPHB tax is for transactions that occur only in the making of the deed of sale and purchase. Furthermore, the duty and obligation of the PPAT in supervising the payment of BPHTB is to make taxpayers aware that the tax paid is in accordance with the applicable regulations. The amount of tax payable is 5% x (Acquisition Value of Taxable Objects ± Acquired Value of Non-Taxable Taxable Objects). In the event of a sale and purchase, the PPAT should not participate in regulating the price agreement between the seller and the buyer.
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